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Chinese New Year of 2022 is  
on February 1, 2022.  

It begins the Year of the Tiger.



China has a huge population with many 
traditions. At the risk of oversimplification, 

I’ve selected ten of the many common  
New Year celebration activities to share with 
you for your information and entertainment.  

I include suggestions of things you can do 
with people you care about. 
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Unlike most other languages in the world,  
Mandarin Chinese has hundreds, thousands, or 

even tens of thousands of possibilities for 
transliterating an alphabet-letter name from 

another language. 
Most native speakers and translators either fail to 

grasp this fact or are daunted by the work required 
to examine all the possibilities; thus they explore 
only a small portion and miss many great names.
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How can there be so many possible 
transliterations?  

It is because there are many homophones in 
Chinese. Homophones are pairs of words 

similar to the English “dear” vs. “deer,”  
“bare” vs. “bear,” or “some” vs. “sum.”  

Unlike these pairs, one sound in Chinese can  
correspond to tens of different characters, 

each with its own meanings and associations.
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If you also count the different tones,  
since Chinese is a tonal language,  

as well as very similar sounds,  
since an English sound does not often 

correspond perfectly to a Chinese sound,  
then you’re looking at hundreds of possible 

Chinese characters per sound to be 
considered for transliteration.
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The new year will be the Year of the Tiger 
(虎).  

It’s pronounced hǔ.  
A total of 3 different Chinese characters 

sound exactly like this hǔ in the third tone:  

唬琥滸
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Moreover, 5 other characters have the 
identical pronunciation normally or in 

certain contexts in the first tone, 21 in the 
second tone, and 10 in the fourth tone:  

乎呼忽惚戲囫和狐弧胡湖猢瑚葫糊蝴衚醐
餬鬍鶘斛壺觳鵠鶻互戶戽扈滬怙祜笏瓠護
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Tuesday, January 18, 2022 
Today is the 16th of the lunar December and 
known as “Weiya” (尾牙, wěi yá), literally “tail 
[end]” and “tooth.” Tail means it’s the end of a 
period. Tooth is the term for the traditional 
twice-a-month festival for the earth god.  

It’s the day bosses throw big dinner parties  
to thank their employees for  

the past year of work.
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Nowadays, it can be held on any day 
between today (January 18) and the end of 

the lunar year (January 31). Year-end 
bonuses and gifts are given this day.  

At the banquet, people dine at round tables,  
often ten to twelve per table.
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There might be a dish in the middle of the 
table holding a cut-up whole chicken.  

The only thing one needs to watch for is 
where the chicken’s head is pointed. If the 

chicken’s head points in an employee’s 
direction, it is a subtle hint that the person is 

fired! It’s cause for relief when the head is 
pointed at the ceiling or to the boss.
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Wednesday, January 26, 2022 
Today is the 24th of the lunar December and known as 

the “Kitchen God Festival” (送神, sòng shén), literally 
“sending [away]” and “god.” According to tradition, it’s 

the day the kitchen god and other gods go back to 
heaven to report to the Jade Emperor whether people 
have been naughty or nice. Some place food offerings 

before the statue of the god and smear its lips with 
honey to sweeten his words. People start to do deep 

cleaning of their houses after this.
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Monday, January 31, 2022 
Chinese New Year’s Eve. Today is the last day 

before the new year — make sure your house is 
spotless and all laundry is done. Cook as much 
as you can because in the next few days you’re 

not supposed to use anything sharp and 
dangerous, such as a knife, for cooking in the 

kitchen. If fish is served, leave some on the 
plate; don’t eat the whole thing.
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The Chinese phrase “have fish every year”  
(年年有魚, nián nián yǒu yú) sounds the 

same as “have surpluses every year”  
(年年有餘, nián nián yǒu yú).  

Prepare to stay up all night tonight with your 
family members after you all have dinner 

together.
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Tuesday, February 1, 2022 
Chinese New Year’s Day. Today your phone might ring 
off the hook and text messaging greetings may come 
nonstop. Slightly bow your head and say, “Gong Ssee 

Gong Ssee (恭禧恭禧, gōng xǐ gōng xǐ),” literally, 
“Congratulations, congratulations!” to everyone you 

meet. You should personally visit relatives, good friends, 
and people you care about. Fill red money envelopes 
with cash and give them to the elders in the family,  

your kids, and other children and teens close to you.
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Wednesday, February 2, 2022 
Second day of the new year. Today is the day 

married daughters traditionally visit their 
parents. Don’t forget to bring a gift, preferably 

something tasty and sweet.  
Never visit anyone empty handed, especially 

your parents or in-laws. It’s a good day to 
express your gratitude to those who  

have helped you.
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Thursday, February 3, 2022 
Third day. It’s inappropriate to visit relatives 

and friends today for those who are 
adamant about the old traditions.  

You should rest and go to bed early  
since you’ve done a lot for the last few days.
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Friday, February 4, 2022 
Fourth day. Today is known as “God 

Welcoming Day” (接神, jiē shén), literally 
“receiving” and “god.” According to tradition, 
it’s the day the kitchen god and other gods 

come back to resume their duties. To put it in 
modern terms, their vacation is over and  
they go back to work. It’s believed to be  

a good sign if it rains on this day.
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To celebrate the day, how about visiting people  

you haven’t been able to visit in the last few days?  

Have some noodles.  

Noodles, especially long and uncut ones,  

represent longevity and long life.
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Saturday, February 5, 2022 
Fifth day. Today is the day many Chinese businesses 
re-open. Some businesses light a long-fused string 

with hundreds or even thousands of firecrackers 
and hang it along the outside of a high-rise 
building. The explosive, loud, popping noise  

could last for 10 minutes or more.  
It signifies a joyful and long, prosperous  

time to come.
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Eat some dumplings.  
They look like ancient Chinese gold ingots and  

are therefore considered lucky.  
The gods came back yesterday so people need to  

start working today too!
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Wednesday, February 9, 2022 
Ninth day. Said to be the birthday of the Jade Emperor. 

Traditionally, prayers, offerings, and loud noises of firecrackers will 
be heard, starting at midnight. It’s said that heaven takes pleasure in 
the welfare of living things, so food offerings for the Jade Emperor 

ought to be vegan today, even though offerings for other gods tend 
to be pork, chicken, and fish. Today would be a good day  

to enjoy a good salad.
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Tuesday, February 15, 2022 
Fifteenth day. Lantern Festival. Many children and 

teens enjoy walking around the neighborhood 
carrying lighted lanterns at night. Go to your 

favorite Chinese restaurant and ask if it serves 
sweet and glutinous rice balls brewed in a soup 

called Tangyuan (湯圓, tāng yuán)  
because it’s the traditional food eaten on this day.
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The round rice balls symbolize union or reunion.  

If you can’t find it, you might be able to find Boba 
Tea, also called Pearl Tea, named because of the 

small tapioca balls added to the tea, as a substitute.  

This is the last day of the Chinese New Year’s 
celebration.
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I hope you enjoy reading our monthly updates.  
I appreciate any feedback you have.  

I like to improve and your feedback helps me do that. 

We craft exceptional Chinese names for brands  
that want to lead not only in America,  

but also in Greater China.
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